Abstract: This paper studies structured data extraction from template-generated Web pages. Such pages contain most of structured data on the Web. Extracted structured data can be later integrated and reused in very big range of applications, such as price comparison portals, business intelligence tools, various mashups and etc. It encourages industry and academics to seek automatic solutions. To tackle the problem of automatic structured Web data extraction we present a new approach – structured data extraction based on clustering visually similar Web page elements. Our method called ClustVX combines visual and pure HTML features of Web page to cluster visually similar Web page elements and then extract structured Web data. ClustVX can extract structured data from Web pages where more than one data record is present. With extensive experimental evaluation on three benchmark datasets we demonstrate that ClustVX achieves better results than other state-of-the-art automatic structured Web data extraction methods.
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1 Introduction

We are witnessing ever increasing amount of structured data available on the Web and, in the same turn, the diversity of the visual structures in which the data is stored [Madhavan et al. 2007]. The prime examples of such structured data is the Deep Web, referring to content on the Web that is stored in databases and served by querying HTML forms [Madhavan et al. 2007]. Another example is tables in Web pages, which contain highly structured data [Cafarella et al. 2008; Elmeleegy et al. 2009]. There is an enormous potential in combining and re-using this data in creative ways [Cafarella and Halevy 2009; Madhavan and Halevy 2009], such as meta-searching, price comparison shopping, business intelligence tools, etc. However, the presence of vast heterogeneous sources and different visual presentation styles of structured Web data pose key challenges to Web search today [Madhavan et al. 2007]: Web pages with structured data are easily understandable by humans, but automatically extracting the same data by computers at Web scale is a very difficult task [Baumgartner and Flesca 2001; Cafarella and Halevy 2009; Cai et al. 2003].
Many solutions are proposed to extract structured Web data. They typically search for repeating patterns in a Web page by calculating the similarity between HTML tag tree nodes [Álvarez et al. 2008; Jindal and Bing 2010; Kayed and Chang 2010; Su et al. 2011; Zhai 2005]. However, such methods do not show consistent results on different benchmark datasets and are prone to errors when dealing with contemporary WEB 2.0 pages. That happens, because modern Web browsers have very high tolerance for an invalid HTML code and thus a lot of Web pages do not obey the W3C HTML specifications. Incorrect HTML code leads to error in constructing HTML tree, which, in turn, hinders structured data extraction process.

Moreover, HTML tree was initially introduced for more readable HTML presentation in the browser rather than description of the semantic data structures in the Web pages [Cai et al. 2003]. Widespread invalid HTML code especially hinder Web data extraction from sophisticated WEB 2.0 pages, where HTML tree is often dynamically modified by various JavaScript codes, new data is added by asynchronous requests to Web server and elements are positioned with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). The underlying structure of most modern Web pages is complicated more than ever before and has very weak ties to their visually rendered versions displayed on modern Web browsers [Liu et al. 2010]. It is becoming very difficult to successfully extract...
structured data from Web pages by just analysing raw HTML code, which is retrieved directly from a Web server. Although there are already some works [Liu et al. 2010; Zhai and Liu 2006; Zhao et al. 2005; Nie and Wen 2007] that utilize the visual features of Web pages to extract data, but these methods often lack proper experimental evaluation on publicly available benchmark datasets or have some limitations which we address in details in related work Section.

In this paper we introduce a conceptually different approach, called ClustVX (Clustering Visually similar XPaths). It first renders given Web page in a contemporary Web browser, then clusters visually and structurally similar repeating Web page elements to identify the underlying structure of embedded structured data object (Data Records) and its attributes (Data Items). Evaluation of ClustVX on three benchmark datasets demonstrates that the proposed new method is consistent across all of them and outperforms other state-of-the-art approaches.

ClustVX is based on two fundamental observations. First, vast amount of information on the Web is presented using fixed templates and filled with data retrieved from underlying databases [Cafarella et al. 2011]. For example, Fig. 1a shows three Data Records with structured data describing three boots in an online store. The three Data Records are listed according to some unknown to us visual style and the data comes from an underlying database. All three Data Records are structurally similar and are placed in one region of a Web page (Data Region) [Zhai and Liu 2006]. Since all these Data Records are placed in one place, each of them has almost the same XPath, i.e. the tag path from the root node in HTML tree to the particular Web page element.

Second, Web page designers optimize visual presentation of structured Data Records for the human reader. So although the templates and underlying data differ from site to site, humans understand them easily by analysing repeating visual patterns on a given Web page [Miao et al. 2009]. The data that has the same semantic meaning is often visualized using the same style [Liu et al. 2010]. Therefore humans, viewing a Web page, are able to comprehend its unique structure quickly and effortlessly and distinguish each Data Record and its unique attributes, such as photos, titles, prices and etc. For example in Fig.1a current prices are red and bold, title is grey, text “compare” is orange and etc.

ClustVX exploits both observations by representing each Web page element with a combination of its XPath and rendered visual features such as font size, font colour and etc. Getting visual features of Web page elements is not a trivial task. It is not enough to simply extract style or class attributes from HTML code. The information describing the visual style of a Web page element can be stored in many different locations, such as in Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) files, in attributes, in parent elements and etc. Furthermore visual appearance of an element can be modified on-the-fly by JavaScript code. Correct Web page visual rendering can be only achieved by modern Web browsers and their complex rendering engines. ClustVX system employs a modern Mozilla Firefox Web browser to visually render Web pages and to retrieve resulting rendered visual features of Web page elements. For each visible Web page element we encode XPath and visual data into a string called Xstring. Clustering Xstrings allows us to identify visually similar elements, which are located in the same region of a Web page and in turn have same semantic meaning. See
Structured data extraction process in ClustVX system is also based on two structural observations about Data Record representation in a Web page. First, a group of Data Records are usually rendered in a contiguous region of a Web page [Zhai and Liu 2006] and are visually similar. Second, a group of Data Records are formed by some child sub trees and at some level have same parent node [Zhai and Liu 2006]. Thus, by calculating longest common prefix of XPaths from each cluster of visually similar Web page elements, we can find the exact locations of Data Records groups (Data Regions) in a page. For a simple example, consider the Fig.1b, where XPaths of clustered price elements are located. First, we find the longest common prefix (/html/body/div[3]) of these clustered XPaths. The prefix leads us to the particular region of a Web page, where Data Records are located. Then, the longest common suffix (/span/font/a) is Data Items' path in the Data Record. The XPath substring between prefix and suffix (/div[*]) is used to segment Data Region into Data Records. All clusters that have the same longest common XPath prefix present one particular Data Region. If there are many Data Regions in one page, ClustVX locates them all.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we review the related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we present the architecture of ClustVX system. In Section 4 we present the visual and structural features of Web pages that are used in data extraction. We also review the clustering process of ClustVX system. Then we show how structured data is extracted from a Web page. Section 5 of this paper is used for experimental evaluation of our proposed technique. Section 6 provides a link to a demo implementation of proposed ClustVX system. The last Section 7 is conclusions.

2 Related Work

Structured data extraction systems can be broadly divided into automatic and manual categories. Supervised learning approaches like Wien [Kushmerick et al. 1997], SoftMealy [Britain et al. 1998], Olera [Chang and Kuo 2004], or LiXto [Baumgartner and Flesca 2001] require some manual human effort to derive the extraction rules, while automatic data extraction systems like RoadRunner [Crescenzi 2001], DEPTA [Zhai and Liu 2006], VIDE [Liu et al. 2010], VINTS [Zhao et al. 2005] work automatically and need no manual intervention to extract data.

Supervised learning approaches usually builds data extraction wrappers, which, in other words, are programs or strictly defined logical rules used to extract data from Web pages. Supervised learning approaches needs manually labeled sample pages to learn its rules [Kushmerick et al. 1997; Chang and Kuo 2004; Baumgartner and Flesca 2001; Britain et al. 1998; Chang 2001; Laender, B Ribeiro-Neto, et al. 2002]. The main two disadvantages of supervised learning approaches are time consuming manual labeling process and matching already inducted wrappers to constant change of Web sites [Gulhane et al. 2011; Kushmerick et al. 1997; Raposo et al. 2007]. Even one Website may have many different Web page templates. To manually label all of these templates a lot of human input is required. So the supervised learning approaches are usually not applicable to Web-scale structured data extraction and are used to extract data from several selected Web sites of high interest.
The obvious advantage of automatic data extraction systems [Zhai and Liu 2006; Liu et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2005; Crescenzi 2001; Álvarez et al. 2008; Liu 2005; Jindal and Bing 2010; Kayed and Chang 2010; Simon 2005; Hong et al. 2010; Su et al. 2011; Liu and Grossman 2003] is that they are able to extract structured data from different Web pages without human intervention. In this work we focus on the latter as we believe that only fully automatic structured data extraction systems can be applied for Web-scale data extraction (for a more extensive review of manual structured data extraction approaches please see surveys by [Chang et al. 2006; Laender, BA Ribeiro-Neto, et al. 2002; Lam and Gong 2005]).

One widely adopted technique to automatically detect and extract Data Records is to search for repetitive patterns in HTML source code by calculating the similarity of HTML tree nodes. Variations of simple tree matching algorithm [Yang 1991] are employed for this task. Bing Liu et al. was first to exploit simple tree matching algorithm for many automatic structured data extraction systems called DEPTA [Zhai and Liu 2006], NET [Liu 2005], and G-STM [Jindal and Bing 2010]. The latest state-of-the-art G-STM system integrates the grammar based approach and tree matching to produce a brand new algorithm, which is a more principled approach to extract structured Web data from a Web page [Jindal and Bing 2010]. G-STM generalizes a tree matching algorithm [Zhang and Shasha 1989] and introduces special grammar generation method so that it can identify and deal with lists inside Data Records. It worth mentioning, that ClustVX system can also handle lists inside Data Records. However these two systems work in a totally different way: G-STM is tree patterns comparison based, while ClustVX is clustering based. Furthermore, ClustVX relies on both rendered visual and pure HTML features of Web pages to extract Data Records, while G-STM only uses HTML tree.

Some other automatic structured data extraction systems called FiVaTech [Kayed and Chang 2010], CTVS [Su et al. 2011] (and its predecessor DeLa [Wang and Lochovsky 2003]), Viper [Simon 2005], WISH [Hong et al. 2010] work very similarly to G-STM and depend on the same tree matching technique [Yang 1991]. Due to space limitations we do not discuss in details these very similar systems.

M. Alvarez et al. propose another structured data extraction method [Álvarez et al. 2008] which is not based on simple tree matching like all above systems. Instead of comparing nodes in HTML tree directly, the authors first convert them to a string and then calculate string edit distance to determine the similarity. Their method constitutes three main steps. First, the method begins by finding the dominant Data Region in a Web page. Then, it performs a clustering process to limit the number of candidate record divisions in the dominant Data Region. Each candidate record list will propose a particular division of the Data Region into records. After that, their system chooses the one having highest similarity according to string edit distance calculations. The similarity between records in a Data Region is determined by comparing two sequences of consecutive sibling sub trees in the HTML tree of a page in each of the record. Finally, a multiple string alignment algorithm is used to extract the attribute values of each Data Record. This means that after selecting an initial Data Record as a starting string, each additionally selected Data Record is aligned to the so far obtained string, until all Data Records are aligned to the string. The same Data Items alignment technique is also used in DEPTA [Zhai and Liu 2006] system.
Contrary to the above systems, which search for repeated patterns purely in HTML code, VINTS [Zhao et al. 2005] system utilizes both visual content features and HTML tree structure regularities of Web page to detect structured data. This system also employs a clustering technique: to identify the main Data Region containing Data Records VINTS first identifies content line separators (visual feature) and uses them to segment result page into visual block. Then the blocks that are consecutive and visually similar are clustered into one group. The clustering is based on visual similarity, which means that two blocks are visually similar if their type distance, shape distance and position distance are all below certain hardcoded thresholds. After that, VINTS uses heuristics to determine which of blocks contain Data Records. Although visually aided clustering is used in VINTS it differs from the one employed in ClustVX. First of all, the clustering in VINTS is used to identify dominating Data Region, while we use it for structured data extraction. Furthermore, VINTS clusters visual blocks, while we cluster Data Items. And the most apparent difference is the extraction capabilities of these two systems: VINTS can extract data from only one Data Region in a page, while our proposed ClustVX system can handle many Data Regions per page.

A more recent automatic structured data extraction system VIDE [Liu et al. 2010] tries to not to depend on HTML tree at all and instead uses purely visual features of a Web page. Using patented VIPS [Cai et al. 2003] algorithm it builds a visual containment tree of a Web page and uses it instead of pure HTML tree. However if there are some unloaded images or missing style information in a Web page VIPS may fail to build correct visual containment tree which leads to data extraction problems [Liu et al. 2010].

Some authors [Furche et al. 2011; Walther 2012] have also addressed the problem of rendering modern Web pages in a browser and only then extracting data. To render a Web page they employ frameworks originally used for Web application testing (HTMLUnit, Selenium, FireWatir, and etc). Such frameworks control modern Web browsers, such as Mozilla Firefox, Chrome, or Internet Explorer. Similarly to the systems described in the corresponding publications the ClustVX system also utilizes a Web application testing framework to control the Mozilla Firefox browser.

All the reviewed systems extract structured data from Web pages where the data is structured [Cafarella et al. 2011] by HTML markup and visual styling, especially when Web pages are automatically generated with templates and populated from underlying databases. The structured nature of the targeted data sets Web data extraction apart from information extraction where entities and their relations are extracted from natural text [Furche et al. 2012]. Information extraction systems [Etzioni et al. 2011; Suchanek et al. 2007] usually employ various natural language processing techniques and search free text for facts. A fact is represented as a tuple consisting of entities (real world objects) and their relationship. For instance, given the sentence, "McCain fought hard against Obama, but finally lost the election," an information extraction system should extract two tuples, (McCain, fought against, Obama), and (McCain, lost, the election) [Etzioni et al. 2011]. This way millions of facts are extracted from Web-scale text corpus and are put into knowledge bases. However, these systems are not yet applicable to extract structured data with multiple attributes, where the structure is defined at a database level.
3 The Architecture of Proposed ClustVX System

The general architecture of proposed ClustVX system is presented in Fig. 2. Web browser is used to download HTML code from a Web server and fully render Web page in a browser window (in current implementation of ClustVX system we use Mozilla Firefox Web browser). Web browser downloads all required additional data, such as cascading style sheets (CSS), JavaScript code and etc. In the browser all retrieved JavaScript code is executed, CSS is used to visually style Web page elements. All this process visually renders Web page and prepares it for browsing. After Web page is rendered at browser level we artificially execute additional JavaScript code to retrieve visual features and only then pass resulting HTML code to ClustVX system. Please see Fig. 3 where detailed process flow diagram is presented.

As we further see from Fig. 3, after rendering Web page we proceed to Web page pre-processing stage where a JavaScript code is injected into the Web page to select rendered visual features, such as font size, font style, font colour and etc. The extracted visual features of each HTML element node are then embedded into the element node as attributes. Unenclosed text nodes are put under artificially created elements. In this stage we also remove all HTML text formatting elements, such as `<em>`, `<bold>`, `<italic>` and etc. The HTML tree with embedded visual data, enclosed text tags and removed text formatting element nodes is passed to Xstrings generation stage. Xstrings are modified XPath location strings with added visual data.

Clustering stage clusters Xstrings into separate clusters. Data Records extractor uses from clustering stage inherited information and identifies Data Regions available on the Web page. Each Data Region gets rules (XPaths) to extract Data Records, which are inside Data Region. Then Data Items extractor extracts and aligns all Data Items within each Data Record.
The results of the data extraction process are visualized in a HTML table. During the Data Records extraction and Data Items alignment phases XPath wrapper is automatically induced. XPath wrapper can be later reused to directly extract structured data from the Web page without a need to repeat all the stages. Detailed explanation of each extraction step is available in the following Sections of this paper.

4 Structured Data Extraction

The objective of structured Web data extraction is to extract all Data Records from a given Web page. We assume that the Web page is dynamically generated and hence an underlying template exists. Data Items are usually located in Data Records, which all together make a Data Region. According to [Liu et al. 2010], an ideal structured data extractor should achieve the following: 1) all Data Records in the Data Region are extracted and 2) for each extracted Data Record, no Data Item is missed and no incorrect Data Item is included.

In this section we in detail explain the process of structured Web data extraction with ClustVX system. We begin by reviewing structural and visual features of Web pages that are used in structured data extraction process. The process itself consists of many separate steps. First of all HTML of a Web pages is pre-processed to enclose unenclosed text tokens and to embed visual information to each HTML element (see Section 4.2.). Then each visually visible text element of a Web page is clustered to clusters according to its visual similarity and XPath strings (see Section 4.3 and 4.4). By manipulating XPaths in clusters ClustVX system locates Data Regions, segments Data Records. A visual weight for each Data Region is then calculated to determine
its importance in a page. And only then Data Records are extracted (see Sections 4.5 – 4.7). The final steps of structured Web data extraction process in ClustVX system are wrapper induction and Data Items extraction (see Section 6.6).

4.1 Structural and Visual Features of Web Pages

It is becoming very difficult to access and extract structured data from Web 2.0 pages, where many parts of page content are generated dynamically with JavaScript code. This leads to a necessity to first of all render a Web page in a contemporary Web browser which executes all embedded JavaScript codes, applies cascading style sheets and etc. Only then we can leverage visual features of a Web page, such as font colour and font size for structured Web data extraction. In this Section the main visual and structural features of a Web page are presented. We exploit these features to extract structured Web data.

4.1.1 Structural Features

Each Web page can be presented as a tree structure which is a fundamental data structure in XML documents. See Fig. 4 for an example. Thus a very useful approach to extract structured data from Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) documents is to employ Extensible Markup Language (XML) technologies to translate HTML to valid XML code. In this approach, HTML documents are first normalized into Extensible HTML (XHTML) and then processed by XML applications [Myllymaki and Jackson 2002].

XPath is a language used to navigated XML tree structure. The primary purpose of XPath is to access parts of an XML document. XPath operates on the abstract, logical structure of an XML document, rather than its underlying syntax (source code). XPath gets its name from its use of a path notation as in URLs for navigating through the hierarchical structure of an XML document. XPath sees an XML document as a tree of nodes (see Fig. 4). The modelled HTML tree is widely used in structured data extraction algorithms [Chang 2001; Chang and Kuo 2004; Dalvi and Bohannon 2009; Myllymaki and Jackson 2002; Bohannon et al. 2012], where usually dynamic programming is employed to find similar branches of the tree. Similarity is determined by comparing every tree nodes with each another. Contrary to this comparison based approaches for searching similar trees, ClustVX employs clustering
of location paths (XPaths) which in turn are enhanced with visual features of Web page elements.

A location path (XPath) is one of the most important kinds of expressions in XPath language. An XPath locates and selects a set of nodes relative to the context node (usually a root node of the tree). The result of evaluating an XPath is the node-set containing the nodes selected by the XPath. Every XPath can be expressed using a straightforward but rather verbose syntax. There are also a number of syntactic abbreviations that allow common cases to be expressed concisely [Clark et al. 1999].

4.1.2 Visual Features

HTML code together with images and visual style information is rendered in a Web browser. The whole rendering process consists of computation of style data, frames construction, constant reflowing to represent changes or adding newly downloaded information. The result is a Web page as we see it in a Web browser window. It has been demonstrated that computed visual information can improve data extraction process [Liu et al. 2010]. In this Section we describe the two main visual features of a fully rendered Web page, which helps ClustVX to extract data: Web page layout and Web page element font features.

A text element in a Web page can be styled in many different ways. For example, it is possible to set individual size, colour, weight, strikethrough for each text string. The change of any of the font features, such as size, face, colour, strikethrough, weight, italic, underline, modifies the visual presentation style of the text element. Visual font features are often used to differentiate one semantic type of text from another. These features help ClustVX system to efficiently group semantically similar text elements to same clusters.

Each Web page element, such as let it be an image, a text string, or a white space, after Web page rendering is placed to some location. The whole Web page can be seen as a coordinate system where x axis describes horizontal position and y axis describes vertical position. The most left top corner of a Web page is a starting point, where x and y are equal to zero. The more an element is down in the page the bigger y value it has. And similarly, the more an element is to the right in the page the bigger x value it has. According to W3 specification [Kesteren 2011], each Web page element is bounded by a rectangular box which is called bounding rectangle. The left top corner of a bounding rectangle is positioned at an exact coordinate (x, y) in a Web page. So the left, top, right and bottom properties are describing the bounding rectangle, in pixels, with the top-left relative to the top-left of the page view. Combined view of all rectangles makes a Web page view. The ClustVX system exploits these visual attributes to determine visual position and size of each element.

4.2 Web Page Pre-Processing

After a Web page has been rendered in a Mozilla Firefox browser, but just before the extraction process is started, the Web page is modified to enhance Web data extraction and to speed up whole process. The modification includes: a) embedding visually significant data to the attributes of each Web page element; b) enhancing HTML tree structure by enclosing lost text nodes within new parent node; c) removing any text formatting. Those steps are described in the following Sections.
4.2.1 Embedding Visual Data to HTML Elements

The technique embedding visual data into HTML code is employed to enable processing Web page source code without constant API calls to a browser and, at the same time, retaining accessibility to all visually important information. It is done in this way: while a Web page in rendered in a browser window all important visual information is extracted using browsers API calls and JavaScript code. The extracted information is then embedded into each corresponding HTML element as an additional attribute. These attributes has no effects on visual appearance of a Web page. Fig. 5 shows source code of HTML element with embedded visual information to “left”, “top”, “width”, “height”, and “fontdata” tags. These visual features are later used in structured data extraction stage of ClustVX system. Visual appearance features, such as font type, font size, font colour and visual position features of rectangle boxes, such as left, top, width, height, are embedded into HTML code.

```html
<span
left="631.5"
top="1477.5"
width="195"
height="17"
fontdata="Arial,Verdana,Helvetica,sans-serif;rgb(0, 0, 0);10px;normal;400;none"
class="artbox_1col_finance">
Figure 5: An example of visual data embedding into attributes
```

4.2.2 Enclosing Lost Text Nodes

Some Web pages have text strings (text nodes), which has no individual HTML element as a parent. Those nodes are often put under the same parent together with other HTML elements and other text strings. Because ClustVX system identifies the exact position of each HTML element by using XPath, each text string must have its own HTML element and no other sibling under the same XPath should exist. So in

```html
<p>
Some unenclosed text
<br/>
E-Mail Address:
<a href="mailto:K6@hm.com">K6@hm.com</a>
<br/>
Contact By: E-Mail
<br/>
Ad Number: 101205
</p>
```

```html
<p>
Some unenclosed text
<br/>
E-Mail Address: <span>K6@hm.com</span>
<br/>
Contact By: E-Mail
<br/>
Ad Number: 101205</p>
```

Figure 6: An example of enclosing lost text nodes

4.2.2 Enclosing Lost Text Nodes

Some Web pages have text strings (text nodes), which has no individual HTML element as a parent. Those nodes are often put under the same parent together with other HTML elements and other text strings. Because ClustVX system identifies the exact position of each HTML element by using XPath, each text string must have its own HTML element and no other sibling under the same XPath should exist. So in
Web page pre-processing stage we search for each unenclosed text strings in HTML tree and enclose them with `<span>` tag. Fig. 6 demonstrates an example of text strings in HTML tree, which do not have individual enclosing tag and will be put under the `<span>` element. The unenclosed text nodes are showed in bold on left. On right side of Fig. 6 we see the resulting HTML source code after the enclosure process. The process added additional enclosing `<span>` tags shown in red colour.

### 4.2.3 Removing Text Formatting Element Nodes

HTML elements that are used to visually style text, such as `<em>` to emphasize, `<u>` to underline and etc. often do not help to identify structural nature of encoded text data. Contrary, we have observed that sometimes formatted text nodes can impede data extraction process. Often text formatting nodes divide semantically contiguous text into two or more text nodes in HTML tree. As seen in Fig. 7, formatting element node `<b>` divides a description of a book into three text nodes. It is semantically contiguous text and should not be divided. This kind of division impedes the data extraction process, so we simple remove those formatting element nodes and form a new contiguous text node.

![Figure 7: An example of text formatting tags dividing semantically contiguous text](image)

### 4.3 Generating XPath Strings with Visual Data (Xstrings)

In this stage ClustVX algorithm iterates each HTML element. For each visible Web page element we generate an absolute location path (XPath). Furthermore, we extract all embedded visual data, which is stored in the attributes of that element: font size, font style, font colour, font weight, font strikethrough. For example, let’s say we have obtained font data and XPath of the element. The next step is to remove from XPath the indexes, separation slashes and leave only tag names. Then we join tag names into a string together with font data. We call resulting string an *Xstring*. We will use the Xstrings in the next clustering stage of the ClustVX algorithm. See Table 1 for an example with Xstring.
4.4 Clustering Visually Similar Web Page Elements

To ease understanding of structured data presented in a Web page, Web page template designers often arrange the Data Records and the Data Items with visual regularity to meet the reading habits of human beings. Data Items of the same semantic in different Data Records are similar on layout and font [Liu et al. 2010]. By exploiting this observation the clustering stage of ClustVX Web data extraction system puts visually similar Web page elements into the same clusters.

The similarity of elements is computed by comparing tag paths and font data, i.e. the Xstrings. To cluster according to similarity, as in VIDE [Liu et al. 2010], a single one pass clustering algorithm is employed: we take any first HTML element from a HTML tree and look at its visual appearance data (Xstring). If there is no cluster representing such Xstring we simple create a new cluster and put the element there. If element has the same visual properties as elements from other cluster, we put that element there. In other words, if two elements have same Xstring string, they are put into the single cluster. The same thing is done with all remaining elements from HTML tree.

4.5 Data Records Identification and Extraction

Data Record extraction in ClustVX system is based on two observations about Data Records presentation in Web pages: 1) A group of Data Records are usually rendered in a contiguous region of a Web page [Zhai and Liu 2006] and are visually similar; 2) A group of Data Records are formed by some child sub trees and at some level have same parent node [Zhai and Liu 2006].

There exist two ways of embedding Data Records into HTML tree. For example consider that a single Data Record in a Web page consists of three node tags `<A>`, `<DIV>` and `<SPAN>`. `<A>` is the first node in a Data Record and `<SPAN>` is a last. Fig. 8 demonstrates two ways, how a list of mentioned Data Records can be presented in a Web page:

a) Each Data Record belongs to only one parent node (`<DIV>`<sub>1</sub>, `<DIV>`<sub>2</sub>, and `<DIV>`<sub>3</sub>).

b) A set of nodes forms a Data Record and they all are placed under the same parent. Here only one `<BR>` tag node separates the three Data Records.
a) each Data Record has its own unique parent node

b) all Data Records have the same parent node

Figure 8: Two types of structural Data Records representation in HTML tree

While these two types of Data Records visually may be rendered the same, but as we see in Fig. 8, the parent and children relationships in the HTML tree are totally different. This difference has an profound implication for Data Records identification and separation: a) if there exist one parent for each Data Record, then we identify the boundary of Data Record just by looking at the boundary of the parent; b) if Data Record consists of a set of nodes, and all nodes of all Data Records in particular Data Region are under the same parent node, we first need to find the boundary of each Data Record and combine all nodes which belongs to that Data Record into the same group. The detailed explanation of the process is described in following Section.

4.5.1 Finding Data Regions, Data Records and Data Items

Each clustered HTML element has a unique XPath string, which points to the exact location of the element in the HTML tree. Using this information it is very easy to find Data Region, Data Records and Data Items in a Web page. Just by calculating longest common tag path prefix of all elements in particular cluster, we find the tag path of a Data Region.
Depending on the type of Data Record, the two heuristics (for a visualization see Fig. 9) are used to segment Data Records: 1) If Data Records are of a type A as seen in Fig. 8a, that is – each Data Record in a Data Region is under its own parent, then Data Records tag path will be the first tag path whose number differs in each clustered Data Item. Sometimes Data Record tag path can consist of two or more tag names. 2) If Data Records are of type B as seen in Fig. 8b, that is – each Data Record consists of a set of nodes and all Data Records and their sets of nodes are under the same parent, than different approach is used, which we call HTML tree hopping technique.

The tree hopping technique works in this way: ClustVX identifies the first (visually) Data Item in the first record of Data Region. In Fig. 10a the first Data Item is “1: Amarillo Globe-News: Headlines”. Then all other Data Items, which are visually located between the identified visually first one and the second, forms a Data Record. In Fig. 10a the start of a second Data Record is “2: On The Edge Of Common Sense”. So these three Data Items “1: Amarillo Globe-News: Headlines”, “http://www.amarillonet.com/l/index.html”, and “(Score 84, Size 18K, Last modified Nov-07-03)” belong to the Data Record 1. As we see, in the corresponding HTML source code in Fig. 10b, each Data Record is separated by “<br><br>” separator and all Data Records are under the same parent node.

Thus by manipulating and combining tag paths of the HTML elements in clusters we find tag paths of all Data Regions, Data Records and Data Items.

4.5.2 Finding Visual Weights of Data Regions

Since there can by many Data Regions in a Web page, it is handy to somehow rank these regions according to their importance. One straightforward way to do it is to calculate the visually occupying place of each Data Region (visual weight) in a rendered Web page. We presume, that the more visual place the Data Region occupies in a rendered Web page, the more important it is. Furthermore, the amount of Data
Records and Data Items in that region also contributes to its visual weight. During the visual weight calculation we square the number of Data items to significantly improve their importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Record 1</th>
<th>Data Record 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;b&gt;1&lt;/b&gt;: Amarillo Globe-News: Headlines</td>
<td>&lt;b&gt;2&lt;/b&gt;: On The Edge Of Common Sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.amarillonet.com/1/index.html">link</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.amarillonet.com/2/index.html">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Score 84, Size 18K, Last modified Nov-07-03)</td>
<td>(Score 82, Size 31K, Last modified Nov-07-03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) HTML source code

![Figure 10: Data Records are under the same parent and are separated by <br> tag](image)

Sometimes Data Regions contains only a few Data Records which are spread very widely on a page. Such Data Regions contain small amount of data and are not typically important for extraction. An example of widely spread Data Records is pagination numbers which are locate above and below paginated data. In that case, even though the total occupying visual area is significantly big, but it is very widely spread and contains a small amount of textural data. To decrease the visual weight of widely spread Data Regions and to increase visual weight of regular Data Records with many Data Items we square the latter number. So in ClustVX system we use the following formula to calculate visual weight of particular Data Region:
Visual Weight = (average area of one Data Record) * (number of Data Items)^2

4.5.3 Extracting Data Records

Data Record extraction process is very straightforward: since we already know the tag paths of each Data Region in a Web page and the tag paths of Data Records, the only thing we need to do is to traverse the HTML tree and collect relevant information.

4.6 Data Items Identification and Extraction

As described in previous Section on this paper, by analysing tag paths in every cluster of visually similar Web page elements we derive tag paths of Data Regions, Data Records and Data Items.

To extract Data Items we first need to locate Data Region and to find each Data Record. Inside each Data Record we extract Data Items. All these steps are done using tag paths. This is very convenient way of extracting data from Web pages, since in HTML tree, which represents the structure of HTML code, each tag path leads to a particular location.

The tag paths of Data Items in Data Records are also used in alignment process. We presume that Data Items in each Data Records have the same tag paths. During the extraction process Data Items are aligned according to their tag paths in a Data Record.

4.7 Wrapper Induction

Wrapper induction step automatically derives extraction rules, which can be later reused to extract structured data from the same template Web page. Usually, these extraction rules are saved as XPath sets per Data Region. In case of type B Data Region (as seen in Fig. 8b), we also save the XPath of visually first Data Record item. Fig. 12 shows a sample wrapper for one Data Region. The first XPath is the address of Data Region, second XPath is the relative XPath of each Data Record and the last three XPaths are Data Items, which can be found in each Data Record.

```
"/html[1]/body[1]/form[1]/table[1]/tbody[1]/tr[2]/td[1]/div[1]" : {
    
    
    }]
```

Figure 12: An example of XPath wrapper

5 Experimental Evaluation

This Section describes the extensive experimental evaluation of our proposed ClustVX system with three benchmark datasets containing in total 6264 Data Records. Given a Web page from a dataset we process it with data extraction system
and measure the extraction results. Here are three benchmark datasets that we use to evaluate structured Web data extraction systems:

1. ClustVX dataset\(^1\)
2. ViNTs dataset 2 [Zhao et al. 2005]
3. M. Alvarez et al. dataset [Álvarez et al. 2008]

These datasets contain search results of the Deep Web, that is, pages generated using templates filled with data coming from databases. Usually these databases are accessed when user submits a Web form (for example, to find all books that in title contain word „data“), and Web server retrieves requested data and generates a Web page. See Table 2 for detailed characteristics of these datasets. The total number of Data Records is calculated by analysing only one page per Web site. In case there are many Web pages per site in a dataset, we take only the first one from alphabetic. If first page contains no Data Records, then the second page is taken.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset:</th>
<th>ClustVX</th>
<th>ViNTs-2</th>
<th>M. Alvarez et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sites</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages per site</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average records per page</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total records (1st page per site)</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>2489</td>
<td>3557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Benchmark datasets containing Deep Web pages

The experimental results are compared with state-of-the-art automatic structured data extraction systems called G-STM [Jindal and Bing 2010], DEPTA [Zhai and Liu 2006], FIVATECH [Kayed and Chang 2010], MDR [Liu and Grossman 2003], ViNTs [Zhao et al. 2005], and the method proposed in [Álvarez et al. 2008]. Some of these systems are not publicly available to download. In such case we use the reported evaluation results from the original publications.

Since some of the Web pages have malformed HTML source codes, as it was done in RoadRunner [Crescenzi 2001] and DEPTA [Zhai and Liu 2006] experiments, we use the Tidy program [Paehl 2012] to clean the source code of malformed pages.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

We use the precision, recall and f-score measures (which are widely used to evaluate information retrieval system) to evaluate the effectiveness of our system for extracting structured Web data. For Web data extraction, the recall and precision are computed based on the total number of correct Data Records found in all pages and the actual number of Data Records in these pages. See the following formulas for calculating precision, recall and f-score:

- Precision = \( \frac{| \{ \text{Correctly extracted Data Records} \} \cap \{ \text{Extracted Data Records} \} |}{| \{ \text{Extracted Data Records} \} |} \)
- Recall = \( \frac{| \{ \text{Extracted Data Records} \} \cap \{ \text{Actual Data Records} \} |}{| \{ \text{Actual Data Records} \} |} \)
- F-score = \( \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \)

\(^1\) Available to download at [http://clustvx.no-ip.org/dataset.zip](http://clustvx.no-ip.org/dataset.zip)
As in FIVATECH [Kayed and Chang 2010] experimentation, we consider Data Record to be successfully extracted if more than 60% of its Data Items are extracted correctly and each of Data Records in a Data Region is correctly segmented.

5.2 Experimental Results with Dataset 1

The first ClustVX dataset is compiled by us (see Table 3 for details). We chose ten technologically sophisticated modern Web sites, where much of content is dynamically modified with JavaScript code and style is set by Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). Since many automatic Web data extraction systems take as an input a raw HTML file they would fail to get the final HTML of a modern Web page where the execution of JavaScript code and live HTML modifications are done while rendering a Web page in a browser. In contrast to raw HTML handling the proposed ClustVX systems uses a modern Web browser to fully render a HTML file and take the final version of the source code. To conduct a proper comparison between those systems that do not render HTML files and the proposed ClustVX system we decided to: a) fully render in the browser each Web site from the dataset; b) save the resulting rendered version of the HTML source code; c) provide the rendered version of the HTML code as an input for automatic structured data extraction systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>TRUE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>ViNTs</th>
<th>FiVaTech</th>
<th>MDR</th>
<th>ClustVX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>currys.co.uk</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google.com</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argos.co.uk</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bestbuy.com</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clothingattesco.com</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samsung.com</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adidas.com</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amazon.com</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barnesandnoble.com</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bing.com</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental results on ClustVX dataset in absolute numbers

We compare the effectiveness of our proposed ClustVX system to three publically available to download or access automatic Web data extraction systems called MDR [Liu and Grossman 2003], ViNTs [Zhao et al. 2005], and FIVATECH [Kayed and Chang 2010]. The results in terms of absolute numbers are available in Table 3. We list the total number of Data Records available to extract in each Web page. The total numbers of actually extracted Data records by each system are marked as “total”. Next to it we also list the True Positive (TP) extraction results, i.e. the number of correctly extracted Data Records by each system. The Table 4 lists the results on the same dataset presented in precision, recall and f-score.
The results on this dataset reveal that our proposed ClustVX system achieves perfect precision and nearly perfect recall, 100.0% and 99.5% respectively. These results are better than those achieved with other methods. The lowest results in terms of F-score are achieved by MDR systems. We believe it is because the MDR system is the oldest systems of the four tested. During the creation of MDR the Web pages were technologically simpler and the system seems to be unable to cope effectively with modern Web pages.

### 5.3 Experimental Results with Dataset 2

The structured Data Records extraction results on VINTS-2 dataset reveal, as we see in Table 6, that ClustVX system again achieves very high precision and recall, 98.6% and 98.5% respectively. These results are better than those reported with G-STM [Jindal and Bing 2010] and DEPTA [Zhai and Liu 2006] systems. The main difficulties which hindered data extraction for ClustVX system are related to malformed HTML source code, which cannot be fixed even with Tidy program. Another difficulty was structurally complex lists of Data Records. Errors mainly occur when ClustVX system cannot correctly segment Data Records. Incorrect segmentation leads to extraction problems, such as when not all Data Items per Data Record are extracted, or Data Items belonging to the same Data Record are assigned into many different Data Records.

### Table 6: Experimental Results on VINTS-2 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System / Measure</th>
<th>ClustVX</th>
<th>G-STM</th>
<th>DEPTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reported actual records</td>
<td>2489</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted records</td>
<td>2452</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctly extracted records</td>
<td>2417</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>98.6%</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>83.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-score</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: Experimental results on ClustVX dataset in precision, recall and f-score*

The structured Data Records extraction results on VINTS-2 dataset reveal, as we see in Table 6, that ClustVX system again achieves very high precision and recall, 98.6% and 98.5% respectively. These results are better than those reported with G-STM [Jindal and Bing 2010] and DEPTA [Zhai and Liu 2006] systems. The main difficulties which hindered data extraction for ClustVX system are related to malformed HTML source code, which cannot be fixed even with Tidy program. Another difficulty was structurally complex lists of Data Records. Errors mainly occur when ClustVX system cannot correctly segment Data Records. Incorrect segmentation leads to extraction problems, such as when not all Data Items per Data Record are extracted, or Data Items belonging to the same Data Record are assigned into many different Data Records.

### Table 6: Experimental Results on VINTS-2 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System / Measure</th>
<th>ClustVX</th>
<th>G-STM</th>
<th>DEPTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reported actual records</td>
<td>2489</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted records</td>
<td>2452</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctly extracted records</td>
<td>2417</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>98.6%</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>83.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-score</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: Experimental results on ClustVX dataset in precision, recall and f-score*
5.4 Experimental Results with Dataset 3

Here, in Table 5, are the results with [Álvarez et al. 2008] dataset. This dataset in terms of Data Records number and different style Web sites is the biggest of all three. The extraction results of ClustVX system are compared to the reported results of the system proposed by Álvarez et al. in [Álvarez et al. 2008]. Same problems as we encountered with VINTS-2 dataset are present here also. Particularly, the incorrect segmentation of structured Data Records leads to extraction errors. However, even with these problems our ClustVX system achieves better results than the method proposed by M. Álvarez et al. We achieve 98.2% precision and 99.7% recall, while [Álvarez et al. 2008] achieve 97.9% and 98.3% respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System:</th>
<th>ClustVX</th>
<th>Álvarez et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reported actual records</td>
<td>3557</td>
<td>3557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted records</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td>3570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctly extracted records</td>
<td>3482</td>
<td>3496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>97.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Score</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Experimental Results on [Álvarez et al. 2008] et al. dataset

6 Demo

For demonstration purposes the ClustVX system has been implemented using PERL scripting language. The online demo is available at http://clustvx.no-ip.org.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a novel method for extracting structured Data Records from template-generated web pages. The method, called ClustVX, is based on clustering visually similar web page elements. It first renders given web page in a contemporary web browser, then clusters visually and structurally similar repeating web page elements to identify the underlying structure of embedded structured Data Records. ClustVX can extract structured data from web pages where more than one Data Record is present.

Visual and structural features of technologically sophisticated modern web pages can be accessed by loading web pages into a modern web browser and then using browser’s API to retrieve the features. During a web page loading process a web browser also executes all JavaScript code, runs any necessary asynchronous requests (AJAX), retrieves additional data, such as style sheet files (CSS), and finally presents a rendered version of the web page. The final rendered version of a web page can then be used in the structured data extraction process.

The XPath language is suitable for generating data extracting wrappers. A set of XPath expressions, executed in a right order, can successfully extract structured data records from template-generated web pages. The generated wrappers can be later
reused by many data extracting methods, since the XPath language is an open standard and is widely used. Thus the proposed method can be easily integrated into other systems.

Extensive experimental evaluation, including more than six thousands Data Records, revealed that the proposed method consistently outperforms other state-of-the-art techniques. The main problems which occurred while extracting structured Web data with our proposed ClustVX technique are related to malformed HTML source code, extreme similarity (visual and structural) between Data Records and non-records, and incorrect segmentation of Data Regions.
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